Cookies Information
What are Cookies
A cookie is a simple text file that is memorized on the computer or the mobile device of the user from the
server of a web site and that can be read or recuperated by the server itself.
It contains some information and allows the web to remember, for example, the preferences of the user or
the product in its cart. The Directive on Electronic Communications and the Measure of the Italian Garante
Privacy of May 8 2014, nr. 229, in the field of "Individuation of the simplifying procedures for the
informative and acquisition of the consensus for the use of the cookie" foresee that the use of cookie can
be allowed only through the consent of the user.
Why we use Cookies
The Joint Controllers use the cookie to provide a better and richer browsing experience.
Type of cookie used.
We have classified the cookie that we use based on the type of use in:
1) Technical Cookie:
a) of browsing or session
b) of functionality
c) analytics
2) Third-Party Cookies
Technical Cookies
a) Browsing or Session Cookie
Are used for the purpose of making the transmission of a communication on an electronic communication
net, and strictly necessary to allow special functions required that guarantee the normal surfing and
fruition of the website. These cookies can be then distinguished in function of their permanence on the
device of the user: those that automatically erase itself at the end of each session, are called "session
cookie" if vice versa they have a longer life, we talk about permanent cookie.
We use the internet browsing cookie or session for:
Authenticate to access reserved areas
Manage the preferences and personal settings of the user
Improve the surfing safety
Prevent fraudulent activity
For the installation of these cookies is not requested the authorization of the user.
b) Functionality cookies
Are used to provide services or to remember the settings to improve the browsing and experience of the
user on our website. Allow to the user the browsing in function of a series of selected criteria.

We use the functionality cookies for:
Allowing the browsing in function of a series of selected criteria.
For the installation of these cookies is not requested the authorization of the user.
Here is the list of the above cookie:
Cookie Name
Expiration
Function
Domain

History Store
Session
This is used to track visitors' navigation and interaction on the website for internal
website-optimization
www.codetex.com

c) Cookie Analytics
Are assimilated to technical cookie when used directly by the manager of the site to gather information, in
aggregated form, on the number of users and how these visit the web site itself.
These cookie gather information on how is used a web site and allow to the owner of a web site to have a
better knowledge of its users and to improve the functioning of the site itself (for example: the pages
visited, the errors that one can encounter, the calculation of the user that are using the services in order to
ensure the necessary capacity for a faster browsing).
These cookies are handled for us by thirds. For the management of the consensus of the user at its use we
refer to section third party cookie.
We use analytics cookie for:
Provide statistic on how is used our web site
Help us to improve our site, measuring the eventual errors that occur
For the installation of these cookies is not requested the authorization of the user.
Following the list of the above cookie:
Cookie Name
Expiration
Function
Domain

_ gid
1 day
Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor
uses the website.
www.codetex.com

Cookie Name
Expiration

_gat
1 day

Function

Used by Google Analytics to throttle request rate.

Domain
Cookie Name
Expiration
Function

www.codetex.com
collect
session
Used to send data to Google Analytics about the visitor's device and behavior.
Tracks the visitor across devices and marketing channels.
Domain
www.google-analytics.com
For a better understanding on this last one, please refer to the section "Third party Cookie"
Third Party Cookie

"Third party" cookie are connected to the services supplied by the third party. The third subject provides
these services in exchange of information concerning the visit of the user to our website. It implies that
also third party suppliers are subject to the respect of relevant legislation.
For this reason we refer to the link of the web pages of the site of the third party, in which the user could
find the cookie collection forms and their related information.
Cookie Setting Section
With reference to Third party cookie
The third party cookie are connected to the services supplied by the third party. The following link are the
web pages of the third party site, in which you will find the cookie collection consent forms and their
related information:
URL SITE link to the third party site
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/4597324
BROWSER SETTINGS: HOW CAN I CONTROL THE COOKIE
The section "Guide" of the browser of the user should be of help in the management of the cookie settings.
If we don't want to receive cookie, is possible to modify the browser in a way to be informed of when they
are sent. Is also possible to eliminate in every moment the cookie that have already been memorized,
through the browser settings.

INTERNET EXPLORER: http://windows.microsoft.com/it-IT/internet-explorer/delete-managecookies#ie=ie-10
FIREFOX:
http://support.mozilla.org/it/kb/Gestione%20dei%20cookie?redirectlocale=enUS&redirectslug=Cookies
CHROME: https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=it
SAFARI: http://www.apple.com/it/privacy/use-of-cookies/
Where is possible to retrieve more information on the cookie:

http://www.allaboutcookies.org/
http://www.aboutcookies.org

